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Abstract: Long with other technologies, Blockchain has been used in order to produce felonious data record operations in 
another system. The conception of the exploration is grounded on the confidentiality of felonious data and conservation from the 
original Police Officers’ perspective. The study aims to contribute to the security protocol of felonious record data through 
Blockchain. The work focuses on the security protocols and the system armature from both the stoner and device sides. 
Felonious records are largely sensitive public records. By incorporating felonious records in a blockchain, the authenticity and 
severity of records can be maintained; which also helps to keep the data safe from adversaries. adding crime rates directly 
obstruct the growth of any nation thus it's and has always been a primary concern of every nation around the globe to control or 
maybe have an upper hand on ongoing as well as unborn felonious conditioning. A peer-to-peer pall network enables the 
decentralization of data. It helps help unlawful changes in the data. This paper introduces a felonious record storehouse system 
by enforcing blockchain technology to store the data, which helps to attain integrity and security. Low-position culprits, who do 
the legwork in a felonious association are the most likely to be arrested, whereas the high-position bones tend to avoid attention. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
An important function of government is to maintain trusted information about individualities, associations, means, and conditioning. 
Original, indigenous, and public agencies are charged with maintaining records that include, for case, birth and death dates or 
information about connubial status, business licensing, property transfers, or felonious exertion. The idea of crime data analysis is to 
identify the structure and patterns which live among the culprits and anti-social rudiments. similar analysis will help to break 
numerous unsolved cases and can also give pivotal information to the investigative agency about the association among culprits. 
Police departments generally maintain their own database in which crime details, apprehensions, geolocation of crime, and 
important other applicable information related to the crimes are stored. Indeed though these systems are slightly different from 
agency to agency, the introductory purposes and functions are the same with the growing size of records, a good record-keeping and 
information-sharing system has come necessary in the moment’s global terrain. The study aims to contribute to the security protocol 
of felonious record data through Blockchain. One of the points of our system the data in the pall and keeping the sale log and 
provenance data in the blockchain. In our system, similar problems won't arise since we use blockchain to store the data sale logs 
alongside cracking the data so it can not be altered. This is a problem in a situation where a police officer refuses to file a complaint 
against influential people, druggies wo n’t have evidence of registering a complaint. In the being system homemade styles are used 
for maintaining felonious records which aren't effective data. There's a chance of losing data. This operation will break these 
problems and give a database for storing data. The being system that's being used by police departments pertaining to the 
information of the captures, stores the name of the captures, information of the crime, date of FIR, the background of the felonious, 
and duration of the captivity. For the felonious justice system to cover public safety and make defensible judgments about people's 
felonious history, felonious records must be pivotal that felonious records are accurate and current. Yet, inefficiencies, crimes, and a 
lack of translucency in traditional record-keeping procedures have presented serious difficulties for those involved in the felonious 
justice system. By enabling safe and decentralized record-keeping, the development of blockchain technology has the implicit to 
offer a result to these problems. Our design is concentrated on creating a blockchain-grounded felonious record-keeping and 
reporting system that attempts to address the failings of conventional record-keeping practices while offering a solid and secure 
volition for felonious justice stakeholders. The system we propose will give a tamper-evidence library for felonious records, 
guaranteeing that they're accurate, accessible, and transparent. We can make a decentralized database vulnerable to the same 
excrescencies anguishing conventional record-keeping ways by employing blockchain technology. This will allow felonious justice 
stakeholders to safely and efficiently access and update records, removing the need for multitudinous sources of information. Our 
system will have a record-keeping element as well as a reporting medium that will let courts, law enforcement, and other applicable 
parties’ access and update felonious records incontinently. As a result, agencies will be suitable to work more effectively together.is 
to insure that substantiation information isn't tampered with during court proceedings by storing. 
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II.      BACKGROUND 
In the field of criminal justice, maintaining accurate and secure records of criminal activities, convictions, and sentences is of 
paramount importance. Traditional methods of recording and storing this information often suffer from challenges such as data 
tampering, lack of transparency, and inefficient sharing across different agencies and jurisdictions. These limitations hinder the 
effectiveness of the criminal justice system, impede investigations, and erode public trust.Blockchain technology, with its inherent 
properties of decentralization, transparency, and immutability, holds great promise for revolutionizing criminal recording systems. 
By leveraging the power of blockchain, criminal justice agencies can create a robust and secure infrastructure for recording, 
verifying, and sharing criminal records.Blockchain, at its core, is a decentralized ledger that stores information in a series of blocks, 
each containing a cryptographic hash of the previous block, creating an unbroken chain of data. This design ensures that once data is 
recorded on the blockchain, it becomes virtually immutable, making it resistant to unauthorized modifications or deletions. 
Furthermore, the decentralized nature of blockchain eliminates the need for a central authority, preventing single points of failure 
and reducing the risk of data tampering.By employing blockchain technology for criminal recording, several benefits can be 
achieved. First and foremost, the integrity of criminal records is significantly enhanced. Once a criminal activity, conviction, or 
sentence is recorded on the blockchain, it becomes a permanent and verifiable record, providing a trusted source of information for 
law enforcement agencies, courts, and other stakeholders.Transparency and accountability are also improved through the use of 
blockchain. The decentralized nature of the technology allows for transparent access to criminal records, enabling stakeholders to 
independently verify the authenticity and accuracy of the information. This transparency fosters trust between different entities 
within the criminal justice system and helps prevent fraud and corruption.Furthermore, blockchain-based criminal recording systems 
can address issues related to data privacy and security. By employing encryption techniques and public-private key cryptography, 
sensitive information can be securely stored on the blockchain, with access controls in place to ensure that only authorized parties 
can access specific details. This ensures that privacy rights are upheld while still enabling the efficient sharing of information when 
necessary.Additionally, the interoperability and cross-jurisdictional capabilities of blockchain technology offer opportunities for 
seamless collaboration between law enforcement agencies. Different jurisdictions can securely and efficiently share criminal records, 
reducing bureaucratic barriers and improving the overall effectiveness of investigations and prosecutions.While the potential 
benefits of blockchain in criminal recording are substantial, there are challenges that need to be addressed. Scalability, ensuring 
regulatory compliance, and the migration of existing data from legacy systems are among the key considerations that need to be 
carefully managed during implementation. In conclusion, leveraging blockchain technology for criminal recording systems has the 
potential to transform the way criminal records are maintained, shared, and verified. By enhancing data integrity, transparency, and 
security, blockchain can strengthen the foundations of the criminal justice system, improving efficiency, trust, and public safety. 

 
III.      METHODOLOGY 

The following is a proposed methodology for developing a criminal record-keeping and reporting system based on blockchain 
technology: 
1) Requirements gathering: The first step is to identify the needs and requirements of criminal justice stakeholders, including law 

enforcement agencies, courts, and other relevant parties. This involves conducting a thorough analysis of the current record-
keeping process, identifying challenges and opportunities for improvement, and defining the specific features and 
functionalities required for the new system. 

2) Design and architecture: Based on the requirements gathered, the system's design and architecture will be developed. This 
involves determining the blockchain technology and platform to be used, as well as defining the system's data model, smart 
contracts, and user interface. 

3) Development and implementation: With the design and architecture in place, the development and implementation phase can 
begin. This involves coding the smart contracts and other components of the system, configuring the blockchain network, and 
integrating the system with existing criminal justice databases and systems. 

4) Testing and validation: Before the system can be deployed, rigorous testing and validation will be conducted to ensure that it 
meets the specified requirements, performs reliably, and is secure and resilient. This includes testing the system's functionality, 
security, and performance under various scenarios. 

5) Deployment and adoption: Once the system has been thoroughly tested and validated, it can be deployed in a controlled 
environment, such as a pilot project or limited rollout. This will enable us to assess the system's performance, user experience, 
and impact on the criminal justice system. The system can then be further refined and scaled up as needed. 
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6) Maintenance and support: After the system has been deployed, ongoing maintenance and support will be required to ensure its 
continued reliability, security, and functionality. This involves monitoring the system, providing user support, addressing any 
issues that arise, and updating the system as needed to keep it current and relevant. 

In conclusion, the development of a criminal record-keeping and reporting system based on blockchain technology requires a 
rigorous and well-structured methodology that includes requirements gathering, design and architecture, development and 
implementation, testing and validation, deployment and adoption, and ongoing maintenance and support. This methodology ensures 
that the system meets the needs of criminal justice stakeholders, is secure and reliable, and positively impacts the 
criminal justice system. 

 
IV.      APPLICATIONS 

1) Background Checks: Employers, landlords, and volunteer organizations can use the system to perform background checks on 
individuals to ensure they have no criminal history that could pose a risk. 

2) Law Enforcement Investigations: The system can assist law enforcement agencies in accessing and analyzing criminal records 
to aid in investigations, identify patterns, and track suspects. It can also provide real-time updates on the status of cases. 

3) Court Proceedings: The system can be used to maintain and track court records, including arrest records, charges, case 
outcomes, and sentencing information. This facilitates the administration of justice and provides a comprehensive view of an 
individual's criminal history. 

4) Rehabilitation Programs: Criminal records systems can help identify individuals who may be eligible for rehabilitation 
programs or alternative sentencing options, promoting their successful reintegration into society. 

5) Crime Analysis and Prevention: By analyzing aggregated criminal data, the system can help identify crime trends, hotspots, and 
patterns. This information can be used to allocate law enforcement resources effectively, develop targeted crime prevention 
strategies, and enhance community policing efforts. 

6) Victim Protection: The system can support victim services by providing access to information on offenders, such as restraining 
orders, conditions of release, and parole or probation details. This enables authorities to monitor and enforce protective 
measures. 

7) Probation and Parole Monitoring: Criminal records systems can aid in monitoring individuals on probation or parole by 
tracking their compliance with court-mandated conditions and facilitating communication between probation officers and other 
relevant agencies. 

8) Statistical Analysis and Research: Researchers and policymakers can utilize anonymized criminal data from the system to study 
crime rates, recidivism, and the effectiveness of various criminal justice interventions. This data can inform evidence-based 
policymaking and resource allocation. 

9) International Collaboration: Criminal records systems can facilitate information sharing and collaboration between different 
jurisdictions, enabling law enforcement agencies to access relevant data across borders, investigate transnational crimes, and 
coordinate efforts in extraditions. 

10) Identity Verification: The system can be used by various organizations, such as banks, government agencies, or airports, to 
verify the identity of individuals and prevent fraudulent activities by cross-referencing identification details with criminal 
records. 

 
V.      ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS 

A. Advantages 
1) Immutable and tamper-proof records: Explain how blockchain technology ensures the immutability and tamper resistance of 

criminal records. Describe how each record is cryptographically linked to the previous one, making it virtually impossible to 
alter or delete information without detection. Highlight the importance of maintaining a reliable and trustworthy source of 
criminal records for investigative and legal purposes. 

2) Improved transparency and accountability: Emphasize how blockchain promotes transparency and accountability in the 
criminal justice system. Describe how the public can independently verify the accuracy and authenticity of criminal records, 
fostering trust in the system. Discuss the potential for citizens to have increased visibility into the processes and decisions 
surrounding criminal cases, ensuring fairness and accountability. 
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3) Efficient identity management: Explain how blockchain can improve identity management in criminal recording systems. 
Describe how the use of cryptographic techniques and unique digital identities can help verify the identity of individuals 
involved in criminal activities, ensuring accurate and reliable identification throughout the criminal justice process. 

4) Facilitating evidence management: Discuss how blockchain technology can be utilized to securely store and manage digital 
evidence related to criminal cases. Explain how blockchain's immutable nature ensures the integrity and chain of custody of 
evidence, reducing the risk of tampering or manipulation. Highlight the potential for more efficient and reliable evidence 
management, benefiting both prosecution and defense. 

5) Compliance with regulations: Discuss how blockchain-based criminal recording systems can align with relevant regulations and 
legal frameworks, such as data protection laws and privacy regulations. Highlight the importance of designing the system to 
comply with jurisdiction-specific requirements, ensuring the lawful handling and sharing of criminal records. 

6) Potential for data analytics and insights: Explore the possibilities of leveraging the rich and securely stored data on the 
blockchain for data analytics and insights. Explain how advanced analytics techniques can be applied to identify patterns, trends, 
and correlations in criminal activities, supporting proactive crime prevention strategies and informed decision-making. 

7) Scalability and future developments: Address the scalability of blockchain technology and discuss potential future 
developments that could enhance its applicability in criminal recording. Mention ongoing research and advancements in areas 
such as scalability solutions, interoperability protocols, and integration with emerging technologies like artificial intelligence or 
machine learning. 

 
B. Limitations 
1) Scalability: Blockchain technology, particularly public blockchains, may face scalability challenges when it comes to handling 

a large volume of transactions or data. As the number of criminal records increases, the blockchain's capacity to process and 
store the data may become a bottleneck. This limitation requires careful consideration of scalability solutions or the exploration 
of alternative blockchain architectures. 

2) Regulatory compliance: Integrating blockchain into the existing legal and regulatory frameworks can be complex. The project 
must ensure compliance with relevant data protection, privacy, and security regulations. The decentralized and immutable 
nature of blockchain may pose challenges in terms of data erasure or compliance with the "right to be forgotten" principles in 
certain jurisdictions. 

3) Data migration and legacy systems: Transitioning from traditional criminal recording systems to blockchain-based solutions 
can involve data migration challenges. The project may need to address the integration of existing criminal records from legacy 
systems into the blockchain. Ensuring data integrity, compatibility, and accuracy during the migration process requires careful 
planning and execution. 

4) Adoption and interoperability: Achieving widespread adoption of blockchain-based criminal recording systems requires 
collaboration and agreement among different stakeholders, including law enforcement agencies, courts, and correctional 
facilities. Interoperability standards and protocols need to be established to ensure seamless integration and data exchange 
between various systems and jurisdictions. 

5) Technical expertise and infrastructure requirements: Implementing and maintaining a blockchain-based system necessitates 
specialized technical expertise and infrastructure. The project must consider the availability of skilled professionals, the need 
for secure and reliable network infrastructure, and the costs associated with development, deployment, and ongoing 
maintenance. 

6) Blockchain governance and consensus mechanisms: Blockchain networks require governance frameworks and consensus 
mechanisms to ensure the decision-making process, network maintenance, and upgrades. Determining the appropriate 
governance model and consensus mechanism that aligns with the project's objectives and satisfies the needs of all stakeholders 
can be challenging. 

7) Energy consumption: Blockchain networks, especially those utilizing proof-of-work consensus mechanisms, can be energy-
intensive. The project must consider the environmental impact and energy requirements associated with maintaining the 
blockchain network, exploring energy-efficient alternatives or transitioning to more sustainable consensus mechanisms. 

8) User privacy and data security: While blockchain provides secure and immutable storage, concerns regarding user privacy and 
data security should be addressed. Ensuring that sensitive personal information is adequately protected and only accessible to 
authorized individuals requires robust encryption, access controls, and privacy-enhancing technologies. 
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9) Learning curve and user acceptance: Introducing blockchain-based systems may require training and education for users who 
may be unfamiliar with the technology. Overcoming the learning curve and ensuring user acceptance can be crucial to the 
successful adoption and utilization of the system. 

10) Technological advancements and evolving standards: Blockchain technology is rapidly evolving, and new advancements, 
standards, and protocols are constantly emerging. The project should be aware of these developments and consider their 
implications for the long-term viability and compatibility of the system. 

 
VI.      SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

The system architecture for a criminal record-keeping and reporting system based on blockchain would typically involve several 
key components, including The user interface is the system's front end that allows criminal justice stakeholders, such as law 
enforcement officers, prosecutors, judges, and correctional facility personnel, to interact with the system. This component would 
typically include a web-based or mobile app that provides access to the system's features and functionalities. The blockchain 
network is the core of the system and provides the infrastructure for storing and managing criminal records. Depending on the 
system's specific requirements, the network would typically be based on a public or private blockchain.  
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Smart contracts are self-executing programs that automate the execution of predefined rules and conditions. In the context of a 
criminal record-keeping and reporting system, smart contracts can be used to manage the creation, verification, and sharing of 
criminal records between criminal justice agencies. The criminal record keeping and reporting system would require a robust and 
secure data storage mechanism for storing criminal records. The blockchain network provides immutable and tamperproof storage, 
which can help to enhance the accuracy and reliability of criminal records. Data analytics can be used to analyze the vast amounts of 
data generated by the criminal record-keeping and reporting system. This component can help to identify patterns and trends in 
criminal activity, support decision-making by criminal justice stakeholders, and improve the effectiveness of crime prevention and 
law enforcement efforts. Identity management: Identity management is a critical component of the criminal record-keeping and 
reporting system, as it ensures that only authorized users have access to the system. This component would typically include a 
robust authentication and authorization mechanism, such as multi-factor authentication, biometric authentication, and access control. 
The reporting and notification component of the system provides stakeholders with real-time updates and notifications on criminal 
records. This component can help to enhance the timeliness and accuracy of criminal justice processes, such as investigations and 
prosecutions. In conclusion, the system architecture for a criminal record-keeping and reporting system based on blockchain 
technology would typically involve several key components that work together to provide a secure, transparent, and efficient data 
management system for the criminal justice system. 

 
VII.      ALGORITHM/PSEUDO CODE 

Criminal Records and Management System can be done using the following algorithm: 
1) Data Input and Storage: Collect and store relevant information about criminals, such as personal details, aliases, fingerprints, 

photographs, known associates, criminal history, etc. Establish a database to store this information securely. 
2) Record Creation and Update: When a new criminal record is created, prompt the user to input all available details about the 

individual. Ensure data integrity and validation during the input process. Implement a mechanism to update existing records 
with new information as it becomes available. 

3) Search and Retrieval: Develop a search functionality to locate criminal records based on various criteria, such as name, ID 
number, fingerprints, or aliases. Retrieve and display relevant information upon successful search. 

4) Access Control and Security: Implement user authentication and authorization mechanisms to restrict access to sensitive data. 
Assign different permission levels based on user roles and responsibilities. Ensure data encryption and secure communication 
channels to protect against unauthorized access. 

5) Integration and Interoperability: Enable integration with external systems, such as fingerprint databases, facial recognition 
systems, or other law enforcement databases, to enhance the system's capabilities. 

6) Auditing and Logging: Maintain comprehensive logs of system activities, including user actions, data modifications, and access 
attempts. Implement auditing mechanisms to track any changes made to the system or records. 

7) Backup and Recovery: Regularly back up the database to prevent data loss. Implement disaster recovery mechanisms to ensure 
the system's availability in case of hardware or software failures. 

8) User Interface: Design an intuitive and user-friendly interface for easy navigation and efficient interaction with the system. 
 

VIII.      RESULTS 
1) Enhanced Law Enforcement Efficiency: A well-designed system can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of law 

enforcement agencies. It can provide quick access to comprehensive criminal records, allowing officers to identify suspects, 
track their criminal history, and gather relevant information for investigations more efficiently. 

2) Improved Criminal Identification: By maintaining a centralized database of criminal records, the system can aid in the accurate 
identification of individuals involved in criminal activities. Fingerprint matching, facial recognition, and other biometric 
technologies can be integrated to assist in the identification process. 

3) Crime Prevention and Deterrence: The system can contribute to crime prevention by enabling proactive measures. It can 
facilitate data analysis and identification of patterns, helping law enforcement agencies identify high-crime areas, predict 
potential criminal activities, and allocate resources accordingly. 

4) Streamlined Information Sharing: A robust database system can enable seamless information sharing and collaboration between 
various law enforcement agencies, both at a local and national level. This can lead to improved coordination, better intelligence 
sharing, and more effective investigations. 
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5) Efficient Case Management: The system can assist in managing criminal cases more effectively. It can provide tools for 
organizing case-related information, tracking progress, and ensuring proper documentation. This can help streamline the 
judicial process and reduce administrative burdens. 

6) Data-driven Decision Making: With advanced analytics capabilities, the system can generate insights from the accumulated 
data. Law enforcement agencies can use this information to identify trends, allocate resources, and develop targeted strategies 
to address specific crime issues. 

7) Enhanced Public Safety: By supporting law enforcement agencies in their efforts to apprehend criminals and prevent future 
offenses, the system contributes to overall public safety. It helps protect communities by assisting in identifying and 
apprehending dangerous individuals. 

 
IX.      FUTURE SCOPE 

1) Advanced-Data Analytics: As technology continues to evolve, there will be increased opportunities for leveraging advanced 
data analytics techniques. The future scope of criminal record systems involves employing machine learning and artificial 
intelligence algorithms to analyze vast amounts of data. This can help identify hidden patterns, trends, and correlations, 
enabling law enforcement agencies to make more informed decisions and develop proactive crime prevention strategies. 

2) Integration of Biometric Technologies: Biometric technologies such as facial recognition, voice recognition, and iris scanning 
are becoming increasingly sophisticated. Integrating these technologies with criminal record systems can enhance identification 
accuracy, making tracking and apprehending criminals easier. However, it is essential to address concerns regarding privacy, 
ethics, and potential biases associated with the use of biometric data. 

3) Blockchain Technology for Security and Transparency: Blockchain technology offers secure and transparent data storage and 
management. Implementing blockchain in criminal record systems can enhance data integrity, protect against tampering or 
unauthorized access, and enable secure sharing of information between authorized parties. It can also provide a transparent 
audit trail, ensuring accountability and increasing public trust in the system. 

4) Interoperability and Information Sharing: The future scope of criminal record systems involves establishing better 
interoperability and seamless information sharing among various law enforcement agencies at national and international levels. 
Efforts are underway to develop standardized data formats and protocols to facilitate the exchange of information while 
ensuring data privacy and security. 

5) Mobile and Cloud-Based Access: Mobile applications and cloud-based platforms can provide law enforcement officers with 
instant access to criminal record databases in the field. Such accessibility can significantly improve response times, enable real-
time data updates, and enhance collaboration among officers from different jurisdictions. 

6) Enhanced Privacy Protection: As the importance of privacy rights and data protection continues to be emphasized, future 
systems must incorporate robust privacy measures. Implementing strict access controls, anonymization techniques, and 
encryption methods can help safeguard sensitive information while allowing authorized users to perform their duties effectively. 

7) Integration with Social Services and Rehabilitation Programs: Criminal record systems can expand their scope by integrating 
with social services and rehabilitation programs. By incorporating information on individuals' rehabilitation progress, support 
services, and risk assessments, the system can contribute to holistic approaches to criminal justice, emphasizing prevention, 
rehabilitation, and reducing recidivism. 

8) Global Collaboration and Data Exchange: International cooperation and data exchange between countries can significantly 
enhance the effectiveness of criminal record systems. Establishing mechanisms for secure cross-border data sharing can assist 
in the tracking of transnational criminals, identifying patterns in global criminal activities, and promoting collaboration in 
investigations. 
 

X.      CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, a well-implemented criminal record and management system can bring about significant improvements in law 
enforcement efficiency, crime prevention, and public safety. By centralizing and organizing criminal data, the system enables quick 
and accurate identification of suspects, streamlined information sharing, and data-driven decision-making. It supports effective case 
management, facilitates rehabilitation efforts, and contributes to reducing recidivism rates. However, it is crucial to ensure that such 
a system is developed and maintained with the utmost respect for privacy rights and in compliance with ethical guidelines and data 
protection regulations.  
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By striking the right balance between effective law enforcement and safeguarding individual rights, a criminal record and 
management system can be a valuable tool in promoting justice and maintaining a safer society. Public records frequently are 
tampered with, and their goods are adverse. Our system lets us remove all similar problems by means of a decentralized data 
storehouse. Digital signatures confirm the authenticity of uploaded data. Each data sender bears complete responsibility for the data 
contents. Encryption furthers the security ideal of this system. The aimlessly generated encryption keys ensure that no two lines 
have the same key, which exponentially reduces the threat of attacks. The pall factors, which are data storehouse and blockchain, 
aren't directly accessible by any stoner. 
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